
PROGRAM NOTES 

STRINGS:  

St. Paul’s Suite in C Major, Op. 29, No. 2 (1913) 

Gustav Holst (1874-1934) 

 Famous for his suite, “The Planets,” composer Gustav Holst spent 29 years as the music 

director of St. Paul’s Girls’ School in Hammersmith, London. The school honored him by 

building a soundproof studio for him in a new wing of the school, and he reciprocated by 

dedicating many of his works to the school, this Suite being the first one. He uses English folk 

songs as the basis for many of the melodies in the four-movement work. The first movement is 

the lively “Jig,” reminiscent of Irish fiddling; the second is “Ostinato” with the second violins 

supplying the repetitive eighth notes throughout and the other strings mixing melodies and 

pizzicato in a waltz-like tune; “Intermezzo” slows the pace with a pensive solo violin 

accompanied by pizzicato strings, changing into a rowdy middle section before returning to the 

hymn-like singing of all strings. The “Dargason” finale will get your toes tapping again with its 

recognizable melody. The cellos bring in another tune, Greensleeves, played in beautifully 

organized counterpoint with the upper strings. A delightful piece all around! 

 

Adagio for Strings (1936) 

Samuel Barber (1910-1981) 

 The Adagio for Strings is actually the second movement of Barber’s String Quartet in B 

minor, Opus 11, but has become a stand-alone work by virtue of its powerful emotion and 

melancholy. Melodically it is a simple pattern of three notes ascending, then another three notes, 

and another, as if climbing stairs. Barber uses overlapping suspensions to create harmonic 

tension, then resolves it but only temporarily. The music builds gradually to an intense climax 

before finally relaxing into peaceful serenity.  

 The Adagio captured audiences’ attention for the first time in 1938 when Toscanini 

conducted it for an NBC radio broadcast after he urged Barber to arrange a version for a full 

string orchestra. Since then it has been performed at monumentally sad occasions such as the 

funerals of FDR, Albert Einstein, and Leonard Bernstein, and after JFK’s assassination and the 

New York attacks of Sept. 11. It has been incorporated into cinema works with tragic and 

sensitive themes, among them “Elephant Man” (1982) and “Platoon” (1986).  

 

Spanish Dance, from The Gadfly and Suite for Variety Orchestra No. 2 (post-1956) 

Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975) 

 Dmitri Shostakovich was a classical Soviet composer who also composed numerous 

movie scores. The Gadfly (1955) was one such film. It’s a swashbuckling tale of a Russian 

revolutionary in Italy, based on an Irish woman’s book about a real British spy thought to be the 

basis for the James Bond 007 character. Shostakovich took eight smaller pieces from various 

compositions of his, including the Spanish Dance from this movie, and strung them together for 

his Suite for Variety Orchestra No. 2, with the Dance being the second movement. The Spanish 

Dance is written in ternary form (ABA) and begins with a brisk Allegro reminiscent of a lively 

tavern dance. The middle section doesn’t slow down but changes the rhythmic structure to a 

military-like gallop and changes key. The Dance then returns to the first theme and key signature 

and finishes with a lively coda – all this packed into less than three minutes! 

 

  



WOODWINDS: 

Serenade in E-flat for Wind Ensemble, Op. 7 (1881) 

Richard Strauss (1864-1949) 

 Richard Strauss was barely seventeen years old when he composed his Serenade for 13 

Wind Instruments. He was raised in an environment of conservative German classical music, 

with his father Franz being the Munich Court Orchestra's principal horn player and conductor of 

a local orchestra. The Serenade was published in 1882, and in 1884, Strauss traveled to Munich 

to meet the famous conductor Hans von Bülow, who praised the young man’s work as well as 

performed it with his orchestra, jumpstarting Strauss’ composing career. In this work, Richard 

was perhaps influenced to utilize four horns out of respect for his father, but the Mendelssohn-

like lyricism is indicative of his future talent for superb orchestration of his rich operatic 

melodies. It is a one-movement work written in classical sonata form. 

 In the “It’s a Small World” category: After World War II, U.S. soldiers securing the area 

arrested Strauss at his estate in Garmisch, Germany. He told Lt. Milton Weiss, “I am Richard 

Strauss, the composer of Der Rosenkavalier and Salome.” Weiss happened to also be a musician, 

and nodded in recognition. To safeguard the composer, an “Off Limits” sign was posted on his 

lawn, and Strauss’s home was protected by American troops. One soldier stationed there was the 

principal oboist of the Pittsburgh Orchestra, and he asked Strauss to compose a concerto for 

oboe. Strauss did, finishing it in October of 1945. 

 

Serenade for wind instruments, Op. 40 (1898) 

Arthur Bird (1856-1923) 

 Certainly not a household name even among musicians, Arthur Bird was an American 

composer and music critic who studied in Germany and spent most of his life there, even 

studying with Franz Liszt in Weimar in 1884-85. His music is light and cheerful, traditional in 

structure and harmony, and often filled with interesting tone colors and counterpoint. This 

Serenade, scored for a double quintet, has four movements. 

 In 1901, the famous pianist Ignace Jan Paderewski started the Paderewski Fund in the 

United States and created a competition for American composers only; the purpose was to foster 

musical composition in the United States. Bird entered this Serenade in the competition and won 

the $500 first prize in the Chamber division. It was then premiered in 1902 in Boston, but has 

had little playing time since then. 

 

BRASS: 

 

Brass Quintet #1 in B-flat Minor, op. 5 (composed 1902, published 1912) 

Victor Ewald (1860-1935) 

 Had Victor Ewald focused on just one instrument, he perhaps would have written more 

music. He attended the St. Petersburg Conservatory in Moscow, studying piano, horn, cornet, 

cello, and composition. He played cello for a prestigious string quartet for 16 years, yet is most 

famous for the four brass quintets he composed between 1888-1912. Ewald’s teachers 

encouraged him to perform whenever possible with good musicians, so he spent Friday evenings 

in the company of fellow Russian composers known as “The Mighty Handful” or “The Big 

Five”: Alexander Borodin, Mily Balakirev, César Cui, Modest Mussorgsky and Nicolai Rimsky-

Korsakov. Like his friends, Ewald had a day job unrelated to music – he was a professor of civil 

engineering in St. Petersburg. 



 The modern brass instruments of today were still evolving at the time Ewald composed 

these works, and they were originally scored for “conical brass” – cornets (not trumpets), alto 

horn (not French horn), tenor horn (not trombone), and tuba. Ewald’s quintets are considered the 

first pieces specifically written for this brass group arrangement. They were, and still are, 

challenging for performers even with the more modern technology of the currently-used brass 

instruments. 

 This first quintet is written in a Romantic style and has three movements: the first opens 

with a tuba solo, setting the stage for Russian melodies throughout; the second is written in the 

atypical meter of 5/4 and has three distinct sections of fast-slow-fast; and the third and final 

movement recalls melodies from the first two and incorporates a Russian folksong, blending it 

all together in great Russian Nationalist style. 

 

Sonata for Horn, Trumpet, and Trombone (1922); revised in 1945 

Francis Poulenc (1899-1963) 

 Not to be outdone by the Russian Five, the French one-upped them in 1920 with “Les 

Six,” a group of progressive French composers of which Francis Poulenc was a member. (Others 

included Arthur Honegger, Darius Milhoud, Georges Auric, Louis Durey, and Germaine 

Tailleferre.) They emphasized the lightheartedness and simple beauty of French music. Poulenc 

was largely self-taught and had no conservatory pedigree, but instead discovered an innate talent 

for capturing the Parisian spirit in his music. “Les Six” biographer Jean Roy writes: “Francis 

Poulenc improvised, invented, disregarded conventions …. He was daring, but not 

provocative.…His music expresses the way he looked at things...” 

 Besides a wealth of melodies, Poulenc’s Sonata for Horn, Trumpet, and Trombone offers 

tone colors, bouncy rhythms, amusing dissonances, and charming wit. The first movement 

features a cheerful, melodic trumpet and varying rhythm patterns; the second is a more subdued 

lullaby in a minor mode; and the third launches into a lively, exuberant rondo guaranteed to 

make you smile. What could have been a crash of brass is instead whimsical and light-hearted, 

with a side of sophistication. 

 

 

PERCUSSION: 

 

42nd Street Rondo (1984) 

Wayne Siegel (1953 – ) 

 42nd Street Rondo is a minimalist work written for two percussionists with two matched 

sets of percussion instruments. Each measure is repeated several times, with the number of 

repetitions being decided by the players. In some cases, player A decides when to move on to the 

next measure, in other cases player B decides when to move on, and in some cases both players 

must agree on when to move on. This gives the performers a certain amount of freedom to shape 

the piece during a performance. The title refers to the corner of 42nd Street and Broadway in 

Manhattan, where street musicians often perform, and the composer originally imagined the 

piece being performed at that location when he wrote it.  

 Wayne Siegel was born in Los Angeles but has lived most of his life in Denmark. His 

American influences of jazz, folk, and rock music fused with computer technology, and in 2003 

Siegel was made a professor of electronic music of The Royal Academy of Music in Aarhus, 

Denmark. In Siegel’s compositions, the electronics are often used as an extension of the acoustic 

instruments, with the computer controlling both sound treatment of the live musicians as well as 



a battery of synthesizers playing digitally-altered acoustic and synthetic sounds. Since 2000, 

Siegel has continued his research and activity in the area of interactive music, concentrating on 

motion-control of sound and music. Many of his works are for unusual quantities of instruments, 

such as Canon for 9 Flutes, Road Movie for 16 Trombones, Music for 21 Clarinets, and he even 

holds a Guinness Record for Domino Figures, a composition that used 105 guitarists on stage all 

at once. 


